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Connecting school and society through the active
promotion of Science, Technology and Mathematics
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2020 STANSW Young Scientist
Awards Presentation Ceremony

Program
Monday 16th November - 7pm
Welcome message
Anjali Rao, STANSW Young Scientist Awards Coordinator
Presentation of Awards
STANSW Scientific Investigations - Primary
STANSW Scientific Investigations - Secondary - Biology
Australian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB)
Award
STANSW Scientific Investigations - Secondary - Chemistry
Royal Australian Chemical Institute (RACI) Chemistry
Encouragement Award
National Measurement Institute (NMI) Awards - Science
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Tuesday 17th November - 7pm
Welcome message
Ann Hanna, STANSW Young Scientist Awards Committee
Presentation of Awards
STANSW Scientific Investigations - Secondary - Earth &
Environmental Science
Primary Environment Award
STEP Environment Award
STANSW Scientific Investigations - Secondary - Physics
AARNet (Australia’s Academic and Research Network)
Communications Awards - Science
Australian Institute of Physics (AIP) Most Outstanding Physics
Award
Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards

Wednesday 18th November - 7pm
Welcome message
Firth Garth, STANSW Young Scientist Awards Committee
Presentation of Awards
OSHClub (Primary) Inventions and Innovation Awards
Secondary Innovations and Engineering Design Awards
AARNet (Australia’s Academic and Research Network)
Communications Awards - Technology
National Measurement Institute (NMI) Awards - Technology
Sebel Testing Awards
STANSW Most Promising Awards
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Thursday 19th November - 6pm
Welcome message
Daisy Kong, STANSW Young Scientist Awards Committee
Presentation of Awards
MANSW Working Mathematically Awards
National Measurement Institute (NMI) Awards - Mathematics
AARNet (Australia’s Academic and Research Network)
Communications Awards - Mathematics

Thursday 19th November - 7pm
Message from the President
Margaret Shepherd, Science Teachers Association of NSW
Keynote Address
Dr. Cathy Foley, Chief Scientist, CSIRO and
Chief Scientist, Australia (January 2021)
Presentation of Awards
Australian Water Award
NSW Student Nominees for the 2021 BHP Foundation Science and
Engineering Awards - Primary and Secondary
NSW Nominee for the 2021 BHP Foundation Science and
Engineering Teacher Award
Budding Young Scientist (K-2)
Primary Young Scientist (3-6)
Announcement of Grand Awards
Broadcom Honourable Mention
Broadcom Representative to 2021 (virtual) Broadcom Masters
Program
ISEF Finalists
Young Scientist of the Year
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Acknowledgement of Country
We at the Young Scientist Awards would like to pay our respects to the
Traditional Custodians of this land on which we work, learn and live. We
recognise Country includes but transcends land and borders, being both
belongingness and a way of being.
Recognising this, we pay our respects to Aboriginal peoples past, present and
to those of the future who are our knowledge holders and teachers. As we
share information, teaching, and learning, we remember to appreciate and value
the knowledge embedded forever within the Aboriginal custodianship of
Country.
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Message from the President
This year COVID-19 cannot stop us. Whilst we
will miss attending our amazing awards
ceremony in person, we still continue to
acknowledge and celebrate the very talented
young scientists who are the best of 855 entries
into the Science Teachers’ Association Young
Scientist Awards Program for 2020. All students
in NSW have access to this competition and we
are very happy to see entries from all school sectors and both girls and boys.
We commend all the teachers of these schools for their commitment to their
students and passion for scientific research.
The Science Teachers’ Association of New South Wales is very proud to have
this amazing state program that truly incorporates all STEM subjects and brings
together the professional teaching associations. As President of the
Association, I would like to acknowledge and thank our Young Scientist
committee and its hard working convenor, Anjali Rao. This is the third year
Anjali has committed to being convenor of this project for the Association.
There are also a large number of sponsors of our YS program that support this
STEM initiative and I would like to thank them for their commitment to the
future scientists of Australia. There are also hundreds of teacher and
non-teacher volunteers that are required for this ongoing initiative to succeed
so well and the program could not occur without their support.
Can I request all schools consider sending a teacher along to gain experience
judging the student projects? It is a wonderful accredited professional learning
opportunity, through which teachers can read for themselves some of the
amazing research projects being developed by high calibre students across the
state. So next year when the judging notice is sent out, think about coming
along. You will be impressed.
So congratulations to all students who reached this level of the YS Awards. That
is an achievement itself. Congratulations also to the winners. Well done.
Best wishes from STANSW
Margaret Shepherd President 2020
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STANSW Young Scientist Committee
The STANSW Young Scientist Committee is a group of dedicated volunteers
who work to develop innovative STEM strategies for supporting NSW teachers.
Anjali Chandrasekar-Rao (Coordinator)
Leonard Cheung
James Cleaver
Firth Garth
Stuart Garth
Ann Hanna
Edwina Hine
Daisy Kong
Matt McKenzie
Philippa Miller
Elizabeth O'Connor
Sian Ware

ISEF Judging Panel
The ISEF Panel is a highly experienced judging panel, who review the top 20+
projects and select the STANSW Young Scientist of the Year and the finalists
for the International Science and Engineering Fair.
Dagmar Arthur McCloughan (Judging Chair)
Dr Melissa Thompson (Science Education Expert)
Associate Professor Kerry Hitos (Biomedical Scientist)
Sandra Woodward (Science Educator-Physics)
James Cleaver (IBM)
Stuart Garth (SRC Chair)
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Message from the Coordinator
What an incredible year 2020 has been for our country
and for the whole world. The challenges of the global
pandemic to the way we live, work and learn meant we had
to adapt at every stage to a new normal this year.
After months of supporting our ISEF 2020 finalists to
refine and finalise their projects, we switched to helping
them prepare for a virtual experience online. Our
wonderfully talented students continued to make their
mark in this format as well (See Stuart Garth’s description
below). ISEF 2021 has already been announced as a virtual (competitive) fair
and we look forward to working with our team over the next six months.
We were also overwhelmed by the number of entries we received this year
despite the very real challenges all students would have faced because of the
lockdown earlier in the year and COVID-19 restrictions. In a year when the role
of science and the advice and counsel of well informed scientists has been so
significant in our lives, the commitment that the students have shown in
persevering with their investigations, design projects or inventions has been so
heartwarming to see. The Young Scientist Committee would like to congratulate
and commend each and every one of our participants. It is also a mark of the
times that so many projects had an environmental concern at their core.
Our hard working committee has also demonstrated creativity and adaptability
in meeting the challenges of an entirely online program. Along with the rest of
the education system, we have moved relatively seamlessly to a virtual world
which has brought some wonderful benefits with it. We have been so pleased to
welcome many more of our rural and regional colleagues to the judging teams
now that distance from Sydney is no longer a barrier. My thanks to all of the
members of the committee as well as the executive committee of the STA NSW
for their support and encouragement. Lastly, I would like to acknowledge the
work of Lachlan Bolton - multiple YS award winner and ISEF Finalist 2018, in
putting together our online awards presentation.
Anjali Rao
STANSW Young Scientist Awards Coordinator 2020
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NSW Young Scientists make Virtual Impression!
ISEF 2020

ISEF 2020 ended up being a virtual event. Our 9 Young Scientist ISEF finalists
took part in a week-long virtual event which included an Opening Ceremony and
a Finalist Exhibit Hall, where all of our projects were on display for a few weeks.
All of their official abstracts can be found on the ISEF Archives webpage by
clicking on Australia, ”2020 Virtual ISEF“ and ”All Abstracts Matching Criteria“
to see our 9 Young Scientist and 5 BHPFSEA ISEF finalists.
The highlight of the week was a number of panel discussions where panellists
answered three to eight video-recorded questions that were chosen from the
1200 finalists. Our Young Scientist team was very well represented with Eleanor
Clifton-Bligh, Emma Leggett-Budden having a question selected and Molly
Dixon had two separate questions selected for different panels. Eleanor’s
question which related to the COVID-19 virus highlighting the challenges of
globalisation was discussed for 13 minutes by Nobel Prize Laureates on the
Excellence in Science & Technology Panel.
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Presentation Night 1: Monday 16th November

Category Awards
STANSW Scientific Investigations K-2
Equal First Place - Marlow Headley, St Joseph's Primary School East
Maitland, How Does Location Affect Rainfall?
Marlow lives in a little village called Fishermans Bay but goes to school in East
Maitland which is about an hour away. He noticed on some days it was windy
and rainy at home but at school it was sunny and calm. Marlow measured
rainfall from a number of locations and found that obstacles do affect how
much rain falls on the ground and that trees are the best rain shadows.
Equal First Place - Maddison Holden, St John Bosco Catholic Primary
School, H
 ow can I get Clean Water from Dirty Water?
Maddison wanted to see if there was a way to clean dirty water using cheap or
natural materials. She filtered water with rocks, sand and charcoal separately
but when she layered them she got a better result however the water was still
not clear. She found that adding a coffee filter ensured that the water came
out clear however this system did not kill bacteria.
Equal First Place - Romilly Merani, PLC Sydney, M
 y Marvellous Mucus
Project
Romilly investigated how water temperature and the concentration of salt
affected how well nasal irrigation worked. She used slime and a metal grid to
model mucus and the sinuses. She concluded that a temperature of 40℃ with
two packets of nasal irrigation would be best for a sinus rinse for nasal mucus
however for safety reasons this was not appropriate.
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Equal First Place - Sebastian Sun and Antony Merritt, Highfields Preparatory
and Kindergarten School, Float vs. Sink
Sebastian and Antony decided to investigate which items and materials sink in
a range of different liquids to find out whether the liquid matters in terms of
how well something floats. Among other things they concluded that bubbles in a
liquid help to keep objects from sinking and salt makes things float better.
Equal First Place - Allegra Tsoupis, PLC Sydney, C
 urly, Whirly Soccer Ball
Allegra investigated four different factors to see if they changed the way a
soccer ball curled. She concluded that to get the best curl you should wear
soccer boots, kick the ball in the middle on the laces part of the boot, kick at
medium strength and with a ball that is pumped up hard.
Equal First Place - Cate Yuen, PLC Sydney, Growing Plants with Grey Water
vs Tap Water
Cate was curious to investigate whether there were any differences in growing
plants from seeds, when watered with tap water compared to when watered
with grey water from showers which contained soap and shampoo. She
concluded that seeds will still germinate and plants will grow in both tap water
and grey water, but plants watered with tap water will grow faster and taller.
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STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-4
Equal First Place - Zoe Alt, Castle Cove Public School, K
 ids in Lockdown
Survey
Zoe designed a survey for kids to find out if they were happier or less happy in
lockdown and if their activity levels changed. Her findings included that kids
played a lot less sport but they did more walking and cycling, girls were more
likely to miss being at school and girls were more likely to worry about
themselves or their families getting sick.
Equal First Place - Karmichael Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, Ripeness
After Harvest?
Karmichael’s investigation aimed to determine whether the sweetness, and skin
colour, of red and green table grapes changed after they were removed from
the vine. He found that the skin colour darkens and the darker the skin colour
of the grapes, the sweeter they will be.
Equal First Place - Hannah Chalmers, PLC Sydney, S
 tormwater - It Bugs me!
Hannah wanted to find out if water quality and water flow, and waterbug
biodiversity was better in naturalised stormwater canals than non naturalised
stormwater canals. She found that waterbug biodiversity is better in naturalised
stormwater canals than non naturalised stormwater canals and that water flow
was significantly slower in naturalised canals.
Equal First Place - Lucius Figueira, Redeemer Baptist School, On a mission to
clean the kitchen … Where do I start?
Lucius wanted to find out where the cleanest and dirtiest places were in his
kitchen. He found the dirtiest surface was the kitchen sink and the cleanest
surface was the stove. The most bacteria was found in the sink and the most
fungi was found on the bench and on the floor. The surface that contained the
most different species of microorganisms was the kitchen floor.
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Equal First Place - Anabelle Green, Northern Beaches Christian School,
Culturing Clean Classrooms and Clearing the Colonies
Anabelle was interested in exploring which parts of her school classroom had
the most germs and whether antibacterial wipes helped to kill the germs. She
found that school classrooms have a lot of bacteria especially at points where
lots of different people touch often, or in hard to clean places. She also found
antibacterial wipes don't kill all bacteria, but they do reduce their number.
Equal First Place - Levi Randell, Glenhaven Public School, S
 leep is My
Superpower
Levi finds it hard to get to sleep and when he finally gets some sleep, he often
wakes up and stays awake. After trialling melatonin, magnesium and an oil
diffuser with sleep assist oil he found that magnesium helped him get more REM
and deep sleep. He also found a regular bedtime was helpful for settled sleep.

STANSW Scientific Investigations 5-6
Equal First Place - Amelie Barrington-Marsh, Maddison Breuer, and Elle
Cavanagh, Currans Hill Public School, I s it possible to detect goldfish DNA
in small amounts of pond water?
Amelie, Maddison and Elle aimed to develop a rapid eDNA based test to
determine the presence of Goldfish in waterways where they may be harmful to
native aquatic species. They found that a PCR machine was effective in finding
DNA of species in large bodies of water.
Equal First Place - Nicholas Farley, Castle Cove Public School, The effect of
different types of water on the growth of French Breakfast radishes
Nicholas wanted to determine the effect of different types of water on the
emergence of seedlings, growth, and weight of radishes. He investigated
rainwater, tap water, demineralised water and microwaved tap water. Nicholas
found that the rainwater produced on average taller and heavier plants.
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Equal First Place - Ruben Merani, Wyvern House Preparatory School
Newington College, Throw another snag on the barbie - but should it be
fresh or frozen?
Ruben’s aim was to see if there was a difference between defrosted frozen and
non-frozen sausages. He investigated the difference in taste in a blind test and
compared histology slides. He found people preferred the taste of non-frozen
sausages and there was no appreciable difference in the appearance between
defrosted frozen and non-frozen sausages when compared on histology slides.
Equal First Place - Ronin Naumovski, Wollongong Public School, Sound of
Silence
Ronan investigated the effectiveness of different layers of wall soundproofing
against low, high and stepped frequencies of sound. He found that the lower
frequency sounds ranging from 20 to 120 Hz were able to penetrate the levels
of soundproofing, whilst the higher frequencies were not able to penetrate.
Equal First Place - Simon Smith, Arden Anglican School, A
 Comparative
investigation into the levels of carboxyhaemoglobin in tunnels and
above-ground travel within the same proximity
Simon conducted an investigation using pulse carboximetry to compare
carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) levels in human subjects travelling through the
Lane Cove Tunnel, compared to human subjects travelling the same distance
and at the same time of day, on Epping Rd above the tunnel. He found no
difference in OCHb levels and was reassured that Lane Cove tunnel provided
safe ventilation for travellers.
Equal First Place - Neomi Verma, Abbotsleigh, S
 aving strawberries from
spoilage
Neomi wanted to find an effective treatment method for delaying mould growth
on strawberries. She found the most effective treatment method was treating
strawberries with Aloe vera juice and keeping them refrigerated. The
thermotherapy treatment (125 ͒F for 30s) proved to be the second best
treatment method for increasing the shelf life of strawberries when stored in a
refrigerator.
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STANSW Investigations Biology 7-8
First Place - Anastasia Prokhorov, PLC Sydney, Bacterial Playgrounds On
Your Kitchen Sponge - An Investigation into the Contamination and
Decontamination Strategies of Kitchen Sponges
Bacteria are absolutely everywhere so Anastasia designed two investigations to
examine the growth of bacteria on kitchen sponges. In one experiment she
exposed a number of sponges to different cleaning techniques and determined
that bleach was the most effective method for killing bacteria. In the other
experiment she discovered that sponges used to wipe up fruit and vegetable
matter had the most contamination.
Second Place - Sebastian Aspres, Cranbrook School, I nvestigation into the
impact of different bicarbonate soda concentrations on the growth of
mustard cress plants.
Sebastian conducted an investigation examining if there was a relationship
between plant growth and the different concentrations of sodium bicarbonate
soda solutions. He discovered that indeed that the growth of mustard cress
plants was affected negatively when they were exposed to higher levels of
bicarbonate soda in comparison to plants that were exposed to no or less
bicarbonate soda.
Third Place - Lachlan Reynolds, Cranbrook School, T he Effect of Magnetic
Fields on Plant Growth
Does the magnetic field of the Earth affect plant growth? Lachlan did and
subsequently designed an investigation to determine if there was a relationship
between plant growth and the distance of a magnet planted in the soil. He did
this by first germinating and then growing mustard plants and did discover that
there appeared to be a correlation between these two variables.
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STANSW Investigations Biology 9-10
First Place - Abigail Arrage, Hornsby Girls High School, T he Impact of
Pharmaceutical Chemicals on the Growth of Mustard Seeds
Ever wondered if pharmaceuticals affect the growth and health of plants?
That’s exactly what Abigail wondered when she designed an investigation into
how plants react when exposed to six commonly used drugs such as Claratyne
and Valium. Abigail conducted her experiment by first monitoring the
germination of mustard seeds, and then the subsequent growth of the plants.
She determined that indeed pharmaceuticals have a negative effect on the
plants.
Second Place - Lilian Stock, PLC Sydney, CSI: A Crime Green Investigation
Lilian’s project was inspired by the recent summer bushfires. She wondered if
the constant exposure to the PHOS-CHeK fire retardant, as well as the
production of ash, would have an impact on the fresh waterways, specifically on
the growth of cyanobacteria. Lilian carried out two experiments and discovered
that both substances had a positive effect on the growth of the cyanobacteria,
which could trigger potential harmful algae blooms in fresh waterways after
bushfire events.
Third Place - Michelle Ni, PLC Sydney, T he Pro Tip To Getting Your Protein
In: Can probiotics increase protein absorption?
Can probiotic use aid the absorption of proteins into the body? Michelle
thought so and designed an investigation looking at different probiotic strains.
She modelled conditions of the small intestine by using dialysis tubing in gas
jars filled with water. Michelle found that all of the commercial probiotics she
used had some effect on the breakdown of the protein and thus supports the
idea that probiotics are indeed helpful with protein absorption.
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Rowe Scientific Investigations Biology 11-12
First Place - Antonio Rajaratnam, Redeemer Baptist School, T he Survival of
the Fairy: An in-depth survey into the behaviour and life cycle of the Sand
Fairy cicada
The Sand Fairy cicada (Sylphoides arenaria) is as rare as its name suggests.
Inhabiting beach dunes, it is thought to be under threat from rising sea levels
and storm waves. Despite this, its life cycle remains largely a mystery. After
rediscovering it in Sydney last year for the first time in 100 years, Antonio
sought to find out as much as he could about the species. His survey
documented for the first time a number of behaviours, including emergence
patterns, feeding, mating, and egg laying on its host plant Hairy spinifex.
Second Place - Sarah Hens, Menai High School, A
 randomised controlled
trial evaluating the differential efficacy of Gingko biloba, Ginseng, Curcuma
longa linn and Vinpocetine on spatial learning and memory in mice
What if there was a medication you could take to improve your memory? You
could then ‘forget’ about losing your car keys and about health problems like
dementia. Sarah investigated whether some traditional herbal remedies had any
efficacy. She tested their effects on the memories of mice by administering
them in their food and water and then testing their ability to navigate a water
maze by memory. Sarah found that these herbal remedies had no significant
effect on the memory of mice.
Third Place - Veronica Abal, MLC School, Ratio Dependency of Ampicillin
and Silver Nanoparticle Synergism against Escherichia coli
In a year where disease has been at the fore-front of our minds and with
antibiotic-resistant bacteria on the rise, it is becoming more important to find
creative and effective ways of battling these tiny adversaries. Veronica
investigated whether using an antibiotic in conjunction with silver nanoparticles
would be an effective treatment against the bacterium Escherichia coli and at
what ratio. Her investigation found that a 3.7:1 ratio of silver nanoparticles to
Ampicillin was the most effective against E. coli.
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Sponsored Award

ASBMB Award
Awarded for excellence in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
First Place - Sarah Nolan, Brigidine College Randwick, The effect of pH on
RNA absorption and liberation on mineral surfaces
Is there life on Mars? With her interest in astrobiology and her dream to work
at NASA, Sarah may be the first person to find out. Her experiment measured
how changing the pH of an RNA solution affects the amount of RNA liberated
off a mineral surface. The impact changing pH has on the absorption rate of
RNA has provided insight into the theory that life began in land-based hot
springs. Sarah’s results provided strong evidence for the ‘complexity’ of the hot
spring environment as the results demonstrated minerals absorb RNA at
varying rates.
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Category Awards - Scientific Investigations
STANSW Investigations Chemistry 7-8
First Place - Danielle Gibson, Redeemer Baptist School, Advance Australian
Fare
For thousands of years Australia’s aborigines thrived on the country’s wide
variety of flora and fauna. But are the native bush fruits as healthy as we are led
to believe? Danielle investigated the sugar content of native bush fruits and
their juice and compared their sugar content with non-indigenous fruit species.
Danielle’s results indicated that Australian Native fruits generally have lower
sugar content than fresh and frozen pears and thus could be a healthier
alternative in our diet.
Second Place - Alessandro Biles, Cranbrook School, Investigating the Effect
of Changing the Concentration of Sand in Soil
How does changing the concentration of sand in soil affect plant growth over
time? Alessandro’s project indicated that whilst a small inclusion of sand in the
soil will assist with plant growth as sand improves the soil drainage however as
the concentration of sand increases in soil, the growth of plants slows. This is
due to too much water drainage from the soil and a reduction of nutrients
available for the plants.
Third Place - Jacinda Tjiantoro, Meriden School, The Impact of Different
Hair Conditioner Brands on the Strength of Hair
Jacinda’s project tested which brand of hair conditioner would prevent human
hair from breaking. She determined this by measuring the amount of weight
human hair can hold and to identify the conditioner that allows the hair to hold
the most weight. The experiments carried out indicated that conditioner brands
such as Schwarzkopf, OGX and L’Oréal Paris Elvive will strengthen human hair.
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STANSW Investigations Chemistry 9-10
First Place - Emily Roberts, PLC Sydney, P
 ainting to Protect
The toxic effects of common fire retardant products, such as paints, are widely
acknowledged and prevalent. They contain a range of toxic chemicals. This
investigation had the purpose of exploring potential less toxic paint retardant
alternatives (sodium borate, potassium alum, sodium bicarbonate and vinegar).
Emily’s project indicates the addition of sodium borate, sodium bicarbonate and
vinegar can improve the paint’s fire retardant qualities.
Second Place - Sarah Ge, PLC Sydney, Moody mackerel or mackerel moody?
Histamine in mackerel: The best way to store Spanish mackerel in order to
reduce your chances of histamine poisoning and related anxiety disorders
The aim of this investigation was to determine the best treatment of Spanish
mackerel that would reduce the histamine concentration content in the sample.
Sarah treated the mackerel with unsweetened almond milk, red wine, lemon
juice, clear vodka and water and the extracts analysed using “RIDASCREEN
Histamine (enzymatic)” kits. The results indicated that the treatments of
unsweetened almond milk or clear vodka would reduce the histamine
concentration in Spanish mackerel, and thus are potentially useful in reducing
the incidence of histamine poisoning.
Third Place - Annabelle Strachan, Meriden School, Bioflocculation
This investigation explores whether lemons are a feasible bio-flocculant, being
an accessible, safe, affordable and environmentally-friendly water treatment
option. Using a flocculant composed of 2g chitosan and varying amounts of
dried lemon peel, and determining the Turbidity Efficiency Removal on various
samples, Annabelle determined that a flocculant containing approximately 33%
lemon peel was most effective.
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Rowe Scientific Investigations Chemistry 11-12
First Place - Emily Shen, Kambala School, Determining the rate law of crystal
violet and sodium hydroxide
When studying Senior Chemistry you quickly learn that every reaction involves
a complex mechanism where the rate of a reaction is dependent on both the
concentrations of the reactants and the ratio of their proportions. Always willing
to challenge herself, Emily used a spectrophotometer and two analytical
methods to experimentally determine the reaction order of crystal violet and
sodium hydroxide. For both methods she found that they combine in a 1:1 ratio,
demonstrating the reaction is a classic first order reaction.
Second Place - Sarah Nolan, Brigidine College Randwick, The effect of pH
on RNA absorption and liberation on mineral surfaces
Is there life on Mars? With an interest in astrobiology and her dream to work at
NASA, Sarah may be the first person to find out! Her experiment measured how
changing the pH of an RNA solution affects levels of RNA liberated off a mineral
surface. The impact changing pH has on the absorption rate of RNA has
provided insight into the theory that life began in land-based hot springs.
Third Place - Katie Maddock, Wollondilly Anglican College, False Positives in
Blood Detection using the Hemastix Test
Hemastix, used primarily in forensic applications, is a plastic strip with a special
reagent material at the tip that detects the presence of blood. Despite this, the
Hemastix Test has been known to produce false positive readings when testing
substances other than blood, such as horseradish, tomato sauce and onions.
While Katie found that onions do produce a weak false positive result, the
potato family produced an unexpectedly high false positive result. So proceed
with caution when using similar testing kits to detect the presence of blood.
Sarah’s results provided strong evidence for the ‘complexity’ of the hot spring
environment as the results demonstrated minerals absorb RNA at varying rates.
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Sponsored Awards
RACI Chemistry Encouragement Award
For primary and secondary students demonstrating
ability, skill and promise for Chemistry
Primary First Place - Karmichael Candra, Redeemer Baptist School,
Ripeness after Harvest
Karmichael’s investigation aimed to determine whether the sweetness, and skin
colour, of red and green table grapes changed after they were removed from
the vine. He found that the skin colour darkens and the darker the skin colour
of the grapes, the sweeter they will be.
Secondary First Place - Emily Shen, Kambala School, D
 etermining the rate
law of crystal violet and sodium hydroxide
When studying Senior Chemistry you quickly learn that every reaction involves
a complex mechanism where the rate of a reaction is dependent on both the
concentrations of the reactants and the ratio of their proportions. Always willing
to challenge herself, Emily used a spectrophotometer and two analytical
methods to experimentally determine the reaction order of crystal violet and
sodium hydroxide. For both methods she found that they combine in a 1:1 ratio,
demonstrating the reaction is a classic first order reaction.
Secondary Second Place - Sarah Ge, PLC Sydney, Moody mackerel or
mackerel moody? Histamine in mackerel: The best way to store Spanish
mackerel in order to reduce your chances of histamine poisoning and related
anxiety disorders
To reduce histamine content, Sarah treated Spanish Mackerel with
unsweetened almond milk, red wine, lemon juice, vodka and water and analysed
the extracts using “RIDASCREEN Histamine (enzymatic)” kits. This showed
that the treatments of unsweetened almond milk or clear vodka reduce the
histamine concentration, and thus are potentially useful in reducing the
incidence of histamine poisoning.
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NMI Measurement Award

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Scientifically that
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement
First Place - Danielle Gibson, Redeemer Baptist School, Advance Australian
Fare
Danielle utilised three methods to determine sugar content of six native bush
fruits and compared their sugar content with non-indigenous fruit species. The
first method involved a fermentation process and measured CO2 levels against
calibrated D-Glucose and D(-)-Fructose levels. The second and preferred
method was comparing CO2 levels against a known relative sugar standard of
9.75g/100g for raw pear. The third method used a refractometer to measure
brix value. She found Quandong and Muntries had comparable sugar levels to
non-indigenous fruits but the other native bush fruits had lower sugar levels.
Second Place - Beatrix Farley, Loreto Kirribilli, Fungi in Harold Reid Reserve
Beatrix carried out an investigation into the effects of different vegetation
communities in Harold Reid Reserve, Middle Cove on the abundance and
diversity of fungi fruiting bodies. The investigation was conducted using 150m
long transects in each of three different vegetation communities. Six
replications covering the 3 transect areas were carried out from 2 April to 3
May 2020, and all fungi observed were photographed, morphology recorded
and then identified. The three transects were compared for abundance and
diversity (using Simpson’s Index of Diversity) and it was discovered that the
plateau section showed most abundance in observed species.
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Presentation Night 2: Tuesday 17th November

Category Awards - Scientific Investigations
STANSW Investigations Earth & Environmental Science 7-8
First Place - Beatrix Farley, Loreto Kirribilli, Fungi in Harold Reid Reserve
Beatrix carried out into the effects of different vegetation communities in
Harold Reid Reserve, Middle Cove on the abundance and diversity of fungi
fruiting bodies. She determined that the plateau section showed most
abundance in observed species and that the north facing slopes and south
facing slopes had equal diversity and were more diverse than the plateau
section of the reserve.
Second Place - Ellie Cole, PLC Sydney, D
 o P2 face masks protect children
from bushfire smoke
Ellie aimed to determine if a P2 face mask could fit well enough to actually
provide protection from bushfire smoke to a child. She performed a series of
tests using a quantitative fit-testing machine called a PortaCount which
measures particles both inside and outside of the P2 face mask while they were
fitted to children’s faces. The data she collected suggested P2 face masks do
not provide an adequate fit on children's faces and therefore do not provide
protection from airborne contaminants such as bushfire smoke.
Third Place - Angus Edmundson, Newington College, An investigation into
microplastic quantities in Sydney Harbour seawater at different tides
This investigation explores the quantities and concentrations of microplastics in
the water of Sydney Harbour and whether concentrations are affected by tide.
The investigation showed that the tides are linked directly to the level of
microplastics, and a significantly higher number of microplastics were counted
in samples collected from lower tides.
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STANSW Investigations Earth & Environmental Science 9-10
First Place - Marina Ruan, PLC Sydney, Eggcellent Solutions: A
 n
Investigation Into The Effectiveness of Different Adsorbents In Removing
Food Colouring From Water
Dyes found in wastewater produced from the textile, printing and paper
industries are a major polluter in waterways globally. Marina’s investigation
aimed to determine which adsorbent, from Bioglan Activated Charcoal Powder,
raw eggshell powder and calcined eggshell powder, would be most effective at
removing blue food colouring from an aqueous solution. She used a
spectrophotometer to determine the reduction in blue dye in aqueous samples
after they had been incubated with amounts of the adsorbents, and she
determined calcined eggshell powder to be most effective of the adsorbents
she tested.
Second Place - Olivia Low, PLC Sydney, D
 ouble, double, oil and trouble

Olivia explored potential environmentally-friendly clean-up solutions to
remediate Arctic oil spills. This was achieved by determining which organic
sorbent (coconut coir, walnut shells or sugar bagasse) would be the most
effective in removing oil from an oil-water mixture of 3°C. Her investigation
determined coconut coir was the most effective sorbent from the materials she
tested.
Third Place - Molly He, PLC Sydney, R
 ethink Your Zinc Solution

Eggshells have the capability to adsorb heavy metals due to their calcium
carbonate content. Molly investigated an environmentally friendly solution to
zinc contamination in soil, using eggshells from chicken, duck and quail. Molly
used an Atomic Absorption Spectrometer to measure zinc levels and she found
quail eggshells were the most effective in absorbing zinc from the soil samples
with an average of 1075.48 mg/kg zinc adsorbed.
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Rowe Scientific Investigations
Earth & Environmental Science 11-12
First Place - Caleb Cheung, Covenant Christian School, Microplastics in the
gastrointestinal tracts of commercial Australian Trachurus novaezelandiae
Caleb investigated the levels of microplastic within the gastrointestinal tract of
wild-caught commercial Trachurus novaezelandiae in Australia. The
gastrointestinal tract of the T. novaezelandiae was extracted and observed
under a stereomicroscope where microplastic amount and type was recorded.
The most common microplastic observed in the T. novaezelandiae were fibrous
microplastics, while beads were the least prevalent microplastic.
Second Place - Megan Ussher,Bishop Druitt College, Investigating the
Impacts of Rainfall, Water flow velocity, and Turbidity on the Health of Local
Waterways
Megan studied rainfall, flow velocity and turbidity, and determined whether the
population of the macroinvertebrate community is an accurate measure of
waterway health. Results showed a strong relationship between rainfall, flow
velocity and turbidity levels, but the possibility of utilising a macroinvertebrate
population to accurately measure the effects of turbidity and the overall health
of the waterway was not supported by the results.
Third Place - Jake Talakovski, Menai High School, A
 n investigation into the
correlation of marine heatwaves on Chaetodontoplus duboulayi abundance
in both northern and southern regions as evidence for tropicalisation on the
west coast of Australia
Marine heatwaves are extreme climatic events that involve sea temperatures
rising and have a serious impact on the marine environment. Jake’s study
focused on whether heat waves correlate with the count of scribbled angelfish.
After the data was extracted through the programming software Python, the
study revealed the distribution of the scribbled angelfish along the west coast
of Australia is adversely affected by these weather events.
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Sponsored Awards
Primary Environment Award
Awarded for the best primary school
environmental project
First Place - Hannah Chalmers, PLC Sydney, S
 tormwater - It Bugs me!

Hannah wanted to find out if water quality and water flow, and waterbug
biodiversity was better in naturalised stormwater canals than non naturalised
stormwater canals. She found that waterbug biodiversity is better in naturalised
stormwater canals than non naturalised stormwater canals and that water flow
was significantly slower in naturalised canals.

STEP Environmental Award
Awarded for the best environmental entry
First Place - Maja Dalby-Ball Olson, Barrenjoey High School, V
 ariation in
Flammability of Flora in the Sydney Sandstone Vegetation Community
Maja conducted a flammability study of twenty two native plant species
common to the Sydney sandstone bushland. This information is vital to inform
selecting bushland retention or landscaping. The plants were tested for various
aspects of flammability: including temperature of ignition, time of ignition,
duration of visible flame, and time to return to pre burn temperature. Her results
showed that there is a significant difference between species and that the
higher the moisture content the higher the temperature required to ignite the
plant. Species identified by her research can be used to augment existing Rural
Fire Service (RFS) recommendations for plantings in urban areas as well as to
retain biodiversity in bushland close to human habitation.
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Category Awards - Scientific Investigations
STANSW Investigations Physics 7-8
First Place - Alexandra Prokhorov, PLC Sydney, T he Perfect Shot Put: The
Optimal Conditions for A Throw
Shot put is a field event that requires a great deal of skill and precision for
success. Alexandra wanted to determine the best angle, environmental
temperature and the best muscle warm-up routine for a strong performance.
Through use of video tracking to measure the trajectory, she showed that an
angle of 37° and an air temperature of 20°C were the best combination, with
five pushups immediately beforehand to get the arm muscles ready.
Second Place - Anviti Sinha, PLC Armidale, W
 hich type of water has the
highest conductivity?
Water purity is an important issue, both to determine the safety of the water,
but also for aesthetics, both positive and negative. Anviti explored the
relationship between the electrical conductivity and the concentration of salts
in the water. Her measurements showed that, while seawater had the highest
conductivity and distilled water the lowest, the sparkling waters had fairly high
conductivities, whether or not they were listed as ‘mineral water’.
Third Place - Hamish Magill, Caringbah High School, H
 ow Do Different
Surfaces Affect the Braking Distance of A Vehicle?
Realising that car crashes are a significant issue, Hamish carried out an
investigation to determine the effect of different surfaces on stopping distance.
In his experiment, he compared asphalt, carpet, grass, tiles and wood, finding
that a toy car travelled furthest on wood, and stopped most quickly on grass,
with variables including the initial kinetic energy kept constant.
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STANSW Investigations Physics 9-10
First Place - Jupiter Grant, Cranbrook School, T he Impact Changing the
Number of Blades on a Pelton Turbine has on Rotations Per Minute
Hydroelectricity is a sustainable energy source with the potential to take over
an increasing proportion of the electricity generated from fossil fuels. Jupiter
set out to explore the use of the Pelton turbine, which is often used in smaller
private dams. He used 3D printing to create the blades and tested the effect of
the number of blades on the spin velocity, finding that it resulted in a faster
rotation, but with each additional blade having a smaller effect.
Second Place - Ella Fleming, St Andrew's Cathedral School, An Investigation
into the effect of dust buildup of the power output of solar cells
Solar panels have great potential in rural areas across the globe, as they offer
the possibility of electricity production without access to the grid. However, it is
critical that the panels are maintained to ensure their continued efficiency. Ella
studied the effect of different amounts of sand on the power output of a solar
panel, and found that the performance was degraded. She emphasised how
important it is that users of solar panels are educated about this issue.
Third Place - Zoe Hayes, St Andrew's Cathedral School, Determining if
Water Cooling Solar Panels enhances their performance
Solar panels are part of the global strategy to reduce the use of fossil fuels and
transition to a more sustainable way of generating electricity. Zoe investigated
the impact of using water to cool solar panels. Her results showed that having a
container with more water on top of the car powered by the solar panel
resulted in a greater distance travelled. This indicated that reducing
overheating was an important way of increasing the output for solar power.
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Rowe Scientific Investigations Physics 11-12
First Place - Alex Gray, Barker College, A
 General Vector Theory of the
Dynamics of a Rapidly Rotating Top
Even the simplest of toys can have astonishing physics behind them. Alex
explored the physics of the spinning top. He researched all the different
elements that contribute to the top’s motion and used this to build a computer
simulation. Predictions were made based on the simulation data which were
tested in his investigation that used a unique contraption that sought to limit the
variables involved with getting the top to spin. A fascinating project.
Second Place - Conrad Petrovic, Broughton Anglican College, Investigating
the relationship between carburising time and case depth in steel case
hardened by pack carburising, gas carbonitriding and cyaniding techniques
Conrad’s project may seem abstract but maintaining steel quality and how it
can be improved is vitally important for so many industries. Conrad undertook
extensive research into the processes used to harden steel and then
conducted his own first-hand research into how one of these processes
impacted the final quality of the steel. His analysis of complex data and ability to
synthesis this into a meaningful conclusion was well worth reading.
Third Place - Matthew Cooper, Broughton Anglican College, I nvestigating
the impact of temperature on solar cells
With renewable energy being so important to our sustainable use of the planet,
this study explored factors that may impact the efficiency of solar panels.
Matthew combined an extensive review of secondary data from the Bureau of
Meteorology with his own testing to analyse relationships between temperature
and efficiency of solar panels. Matthew’s research was thorough, his analysis of
his first-hand data and error analysis was outstanding and his findings
significant for our understanding of this renewable energy resource.
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Sponsored Awards
AARNet Communications Award
For best use of electronic communications in
Working Scientifically
Primary Equal First Place - Maximilian Tietz, St John Bosco Catholic Primary
School, H
 ow are solar panels working most efficiently?

Using dual multimeters to measure voltage and current levels, Maximilian
investigated the power output of a 12V/5W solar cell at hourly intervals over
seven weekends. At each hour he measured the power output of 9 different set
angles and found that 45 degrees generated the most power.
Primary Equal First Place - Lillian Xue, Arden Anglican School, I nternet Fast
or Slow
Like all students and parents globally who have spent loads of time in 2020
working from home, internet speed has been a major issue. Lillian conducted an
intriguing study looking at internet speeds for different devices, time of day,
day of the week and even distance from a cell tower. She found time of day was
a factor and internet speed markedly increased for mobiles closer to towers.
Secondary Equal First Place - Akhil Akku & Zohaib Khan, Redeemer Baptist
School, D
 rowsy Detector

In order to reduce road deaths caused by fatigue, Akhil and Zohaib designed
and constructed a Raspberry Pi device attached to a wide-angle camera that
automatically measured the blinking rate of 40 subjects. They found a weak
correlation between hours of sleep and blinking rate.
Secondary Equal First Place - Emilia Rice, O'Connor Catholic College, P
 edal
Powered Generator
Emilia designed and constructed a Pedal Powered Generator that was used to
investigate the output of volts, amps and watts at 5 varying rates of speed. As
the speed of the Pedal Powered Generator increased, in pedals per minute, the
dependent variables of watts, voltage and current increased.
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AIP Most Outstanding Physics Award

For the students who best represent the theme,
”Drones, Droids and Robots“
First Place - Hannah Jones, St Columba Anglican School, R
 oboBall

Elite soccer players from regional areas have a huge disadvantage in that they
often don’t have training facilities or even training partners to do basic skills as
passing a ball. In response, Hannah, who hails from Port Macquarie, designed a
robotic soccer trainer that has the ability to retrieve balls, deliver balls to
different heights and can provide simulated passing practice.
Second Place - Nicholas White, Toronto High School, R
 emote Controlled
Electric Robot
For his Industrial Technology: Electronics Major Project, Nicholas designed and
built a remote controlled, tank-style electric robot, with accompanying
controller and first-person view (FPV) capabilities enabling manipulation of a
foam dart blaster that can be remotely aimed and fired. Nicholas selected this
project as he is passionate about robots and regularly competes in foam dart
challenges.
Third Place - Max Hanley & Ryan Moon, Barker College, Fence Post Robot

Fencing a farming property can be a costly, hazardous and arduous task. To
reduce the risks to farmers and to increase speed and efficiency of fencing a
property, Max & Ryan designed and constructed a Fence Post Robot
prototype. Using CAD and animation techniques to demonstrate the final
design, it automatically inserts straws (representing posts) at regular intervals.
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards
For Year 11 or 12 investigations that most effectively
communicate deep knowledge of one or more concepts
from the syllabus.
Gold Award - Alfie Broekhuizen, Cranbrook School, A
 study into how
increasing global temperatures, as a result of climate change, impact the
number of low oxygen oceanic dead zones
Alfie set out to determine whether increasing water temperatures will result in
less dissolved oxygen thus supporting the possibility that increasing global
temperatures could increase the size and number of low oxygen oceanic dead
zones. In this investigation freshwater was used instead of saltwater. A clear
trend was found which Alfie hopes would draw attention to the disastrous
impacts of climate change on species living in our future oceans.
Silver Award - Abdelaziz Dahshan, Denison College Bathurst High Campus,
Is the observable colour of a star dependent on its chemical composition?
Abdelaziz used data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey to explore the
relationship between the overall colour of stars and particular absorption lines
due to chemical composition. The data showed that there was a correlation
between the two.
Silver Award - Jordyn Faraj, Menai High School, An Investigation into
Enzymatic Action in the Browning of Apples
Jordyn predicted that juice with low pH would denature the main enzyme
responsible for browning in apples. The results showed that little browning
occurred when the apples were treated with orange juice with a pH of 3.
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards
Silver Award - Emerson Jolliffe, Karabar High School, I ncidence and
prevention of Varicella
Chickenpox is a common infectious illness. Emerson’s literature review of
qualitative data showed that there was a significant decline in the number of
incidences and hospitalisations since a vaccine was introduced in South
Australia in 2005.
Silver Award - Iyad Mohammad, Al Amanah College, F actors affecting the
effectivity of crumple zones in the safety of a car at different speeds
Iyad investigated factors that affected the effectiveness of crumple zones in a
car. He determined that the most pertinent factor in crumple zone safety was
the length of the zone, as this increases the time to stop and thus saves lives.
Silver Award - Jasmine Webb, Wenona School, D
 etermining the Distance of
Open Star Cluster NGC 4755 from Earth Using Photometric Analysis
Using images from the ‘Our Solar Siblings’ project, Jasmine constructed colour
magnitude diagrams to determine the distance of the famous ‘Jewel Box’
cluster in the Southern Cross constellation. She found the distance to be
consistent with the lower end of the published range.
Silver Award - Lina Zaioor, Sydney Girls High School, A
 Retrospective Study
on the Most Effective Antibiotic Regimens used in Lebanon to treat Low
Severity Community-Acquired Pneumonia (CAP) in Adults
Lina spent two weeks of her Lebanon summer holiday going through medical
records of 200 patients at Mount Lebanon Hospital with the purpose of finding
the most effective antibiotic regimens for low severity community acquired
pneumonia. With patient names and details suppressed, Lina found patients
taking a combination of beta-lactam and macrolide antibiotics had higher
success rates.
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards
Bronze Award - Lindsay Bath, Wyndham College, Helicopter Rotor Speed
and Lift Force
Lindsay investigated the relationship between the rotor speed of a
helicopter-style coaxial drone and the amount of lift force generated. The
experiment involved taking accurate measurements of the drone’s lift force with
the aid of electronic scales and a strobe tachometer. It was determined that
the lift force does increase with increasing rotor speed.
Bronze Award - Emily Burns, Redeemer Baptist School, I n or Out: Heat or
Fan - Drying a Towel Needs a Plan
No-one wants to use damp towels! Emily decided to extend a previous
investigation on evaporation to a common real-world problem by looking at the
effects of using an exhaust fan, a heat lamp and the humidity of the room on the
rate of drying. She found that increased air movement is the most critical factor
in drying towels quickly.
Bronze Award - Lucy Davis, Gilgandra High School, Bonding

Lucy conducted a review of the various types of intermolecular and
intramolecular bonding. She explored the relationships between atoms and
molecules in greater depth by constructing a range of models.
Bronze Award - Michael Eksteen, Northern Beaches Christian School, H
 ow
do Radiators Remove Heat?
Michael was tasked with designing the perfect automobile radiator so he
carried a series of experiments investigating thermodynamics. At the
conclusion of his experiments he determined that aluminium should be used as
it has a high conductivity and his radiator would have a large surface area so
that heat would be transferred more efficiently.
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards
Bronze Award - Sabrina Fu, James Ruse Agricultural High School, S
 tatistical
comparison of the effectiveness of potential universal influenza mRNA-LNP
vaccine approaches in a mouse model: Literature Review
Influenza is a global respiratory virus that presents itself via a plethora of
different strains. Some strains are targeted with specific vaccines which often
result in antigens providing immune resistance. Sabrina performed a literature
review comparing these specific vaccines to universal influenza vaccines.
Bronze Award - William Graham, Batemans Bay High School, Repurposing
waste rubber - Thermal properties of rubberised concrete
Waste vehicle tyres are a global issue so William was keen to see whether
repurposing this rubber could be used in the manufacture of concrete and
affect concrete’s thermal properties. He determined that there was a positive
correlation; increasing the amount of rubber aggregate did increase the amount
of heat absorbed by the concrete.
Bronze Award - Charlotte Hart, St John Paul College Coffs Harbour,
Potassium Polyacrylate Fire Retardant

Bronze Award - Annabelle Instrell, St Joseph's Regional College,
Endophytic Fungi Species' Ability to Biodegrade Plastics
Annabelle incubated three different plastics with mycelium from the fungus
Pleurotus ostreatus for 5 weeks. She found that there was some degradation of
the plastic, offering hope of a method of bioremediation using fungi.
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards
Bronze Award - Riki Leamon, Fort Street High School, T he Effects of Land
Clearing and Fragmentation in Eastern Australia
Riki carried out an investigation into the impacts of land clearing and how this
has led to the degradation of native habitats and ecosystems. Additionally Riki
conducted an analysis of how this topic is portrayed in the media.
Bronze Award - Alexander MacMahon, O'Connor Catholic College, The
effect of weight on time and distance needed for takeoff in plane
Alexander investigated the impact of the weight carried on the takeoff of a
remote-controlled plane, in order to explore the effects of the forces involved in
flying. He found that more time and distance was needed as weight was added.
Bronze Award - Catherine Shaw, Wollondilly Anglican College, T he effect of
varying potassium nitrate amounts on the effectiveness of a Fitzroy storm
glass
A Fitzroy storm glass was an 1800’s weather predicting instrument that when
clear indicated fine weather and when cloudy indicated cloudy weather.
Catherine tested different concentrations of potassium nitrate solution and
found that lower and higher concentrations were less effective.
Bronze Award - Riley Tonna, John Therry Catholic College, Death risks for
Campbelltown koalas
Riley researched the effect that the disease chlamydia had on koala
populations. Comparing local government statistics from the chlamydia-free
population of Campbelltown with the chlamydia-infected population at Port
Stephens, Riley concluded chlamydia has a negative effect on koala behaviour
due to higher road kill rates.
Bronze Award - Anna Zhou, Meriden School, Trebuchet
For her Depth Study, Anna built a trebuchet and wanted to find the ideal pivot
point for firing a payload at the greatest velocity. Using a bag of rocks as a
counterweight, she found the optimum position for this pivot and in doing so
increased her understanding of torque, moments of inertia and kinetic energy.
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Presentation Night 3: Wednesday 18th November
Category Awards - Technology Projects
OSHClub Inventions and Innovations K-2

Equal First - Thaddeus Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, M
 y Robodoz3r On
the Surfaces
Thaddeus assembled and programmed a Robodoz3r robot. It has three gears
with a caterpillar track and it can help Thaddeus to tidy up his scattered toys.
Thaddeus then went on to investigate the effect different floor surfaces affect
the speed at which the robot would move.
Equal First - Emily Fowler, PLC Sydney, B
 anana in Pyjamas Seed Tape

Emily was shocked when she learnt that 80% (by weight) of every banana goes
into landfill. This inspired her to invent a seed tape from the discarded banana
material. She successfully produced a seed tape and grew healthy pea plants
and reduced landfill at the same time!
Equal First - Allegra Tsoupis, PLC Sydney, Curly, Whirly Soccer Ball

Allegra loves soccer and wanted to learn the best way to kick a curve ball. She
conducted a series of investigations including: Where on the soccer boot is
best to kick to curl the ball? How hard do we need to kick the ball to make it
curl? Does it matter how much air is in the ball to make it curl? What type of
shoe is best to kick the soccer ball to help it curl? She used her findings to
create markings on a soccer boot to help other children with their training to
curl a soccer ball.
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OSHClub Inventions and Innovations 3-4
Equal First - Austen An and Jordan Ahmed, Knox Grammar Preparatory
School, A
 MT (Automatic Moving Trolley)
Austen and Jordan constructed the AMT, a robotic shopping trolley for people
who may not be able to push a shopping trolley because of injuries, disabilities
or age. The trolley is controlled powered by a Robit that is programmed using a
micro:bit. The controller also uses a micro:bit inside a custom made case that
was 3D printed.
Equal First - Oscar Fairhurst, Bowen Gozdzialski and Christian Strumendo,
Knox Grammar Preparatory School, Koala Saver Bot
Oscar, Bowen and Christian, had seen on the news that one result of the
bushfires was that Koalas had been hurt and had lost their forest habitat. They
wanted to help, so they constructed a model rover with a trailer that could
carry koalas from fire threatened areas. The robot model (programmed by the
boys) has sections which were 3D printed, had rugged wheels, and they
included eucalyptus leaves in the trailer to attract koalas.
Equal First - Declan McManus, Knox Grammar Preparatory School,
SecurityBot
Declan built a rover called the SecurityBot is a rover, it has a camera that can
take videos from around the home, and can be connected at all times to an app
via wifi. The homeowner can save all photos and videos to their phone, and they
can easily control the bot by Phone, iPad or computer and laptop.
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OSHClub Inventions and Innovations 5-6
Equal First - Matthew Alt, Castle Cove Public School, COVID-Tracker Contact Tracing Device
The Australian government has produced the COVID safe app but people do
not trust it and it doesn’t work very well on some phones. Matthew made a
prototype of a contact tracing device for pandemics that uses Bluetooth as a
way of telling who someone has been in contact with. He tested the prototype
at different distances and at different locations and found the device recorded
the distance between those wearing the device using the strength of a
Bluetooth signal recorded by the prototype.
Equal First - Jasmine Civardi & Zara Portolesi, St Ambrose Catholic Primary
School Concord West, Fresh Desk
Jasmine and Zara understand that in a school there can be many germs
transmitted between students because there are so many people in a confined
place. During this pandemic, sanitising students’ desks takes time from the
school day. If it is not done properly by the student it will not work to get rid of
the germs. They constructed a school desk that will properly sanitise itself
automatically utilising correctly positioned mirrors and a UV light.
Equal First - Christian Shibaia & Angel Obeng, Sacred Heart Catholic
Primary School, Captain Covid
With Covid-19, Christian and Angel thought about the importance of social
distancing but observed younger students at school not able to stay apart from
one another. This led them to ask: How can we prevent Kindergarten students
from touching others (to reduce the spread of germs)? They encoded the
Arduino sensor embedded into badges. When each student in Kindergarten
wears a badge and comes within 1.5m of each other, the ultrasonic sensor
detects a person by emitting soundwaves. The badge buzzes to remind the
students to take a step back.
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Innovations and Engineering Design 7-8
First Place - Tim Wilson, Barker College, Gosgfo
Tim designed and built a roof cleaning robot for demountable (modular)
classrooms to remove build-up of debris on the roof to prevent roof damage.
His robot uses two methods to clean roofs. The first is a blower which blows
away large debris, the second is a pressure washer which can clean off lichen,
moss, algae, and ingrained dirt or decomposing matter.
Second Place - Jonathan Caprarelli, Clancy Catholic College, D
 etecting UV
to minimise risks from sun exposure
Jonathan coded a simple-to-use UV-A and UV-B exposure sensor for
international usage. He went further to test the accuracy of his sensor’s UV
measurements to best determine where his sensor should be worn should the
prototype go to market. He determined the sensor is most accurate if worn on
the head (placed on a hat).
Third Place - James Barratt, Barker College, D
 rone scanner and autonomous
flight plan generation for detecting animal holes
James aimed to create a prototype that can increase the yield of farms by
locating animal holes and an efficient autonomous flight path that can be
generated by user input. This was achieved by wiring an Arduino board to the
sensor shield attached to a drone.
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Innovations and Engineering Design 9-10
First Place - Akhil Akku & Zohaib Khan, Redeemer Baptist School, D
 rowsy
Detector
Despite the efforts made by multiple professions in order to lower Australia’s
road death toll, there is one cause of death that is almost unpreventable by
police officers or speed cameras. Fatigue. This investigation aims to find how
lack of sleep effects blink rate and the average duration of participants blinks
and the data will then be used in a device that can be placed in cars to prevent
fatigue related accidents.
Second Place - Harshan Someshwar, James Ruse Agricultural High School,
Ionic Flood Detector
Harshan proposed a model to test if using an incomplete circuit, which is
completed through the ionization of rainwater, could alert residents in
surrounding areas and emergency services whether flooding is an imminent
threat. A model was developed in which 25% and 75% levels of rainwater could
be detected and wirelessly messaged to those in the surrounding vicinity.
Third Place - Tim Barth & Devon O'Connell, Homeschool-Danthonia, W
 ater?
Can the sun solve our shortages
Water is one of the most valuable resources on the planet. Because water is
essential to life, in dry climates like ours (and many other places) a reliable
supply of fresh water is a pressing issue. Tim and Devon’s solar water distiller
takes undrinkable bore water and purifies it into clean, potable water. They
hope their invention could help solve the worldwide problem of water scarcity,
by purifying contaminated water using only the energy of the sun.
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Innovations and Engineering Design 11-12
First Place - Safi Wheeldon, Wenona School, Cold Cap for Chemo

Cancer is a terrible disease that has personally impacted members of Safi’s
family over the last 5 years. As well as coping with the disease, patients have
the added trauma of dealing with hair loss due to chemotherapy treatment. To
reduce this hair loss, mechanical cold capping systems are used which narrow
the blood vessels that reduce the amount of chemotherapy chemicals that
reach the scalp. Safi has designed a stylish, yet portable cold cap using a
peltier device, that provides autonomy for the patient to travel home after
treatment, instead of waiting for a further 3 hours in the hospital seat.
Second Place - Liam Davies, Gosford High School, CycleHub - Cycling
Safety Product
Being an avid cyclist, Liam is well aware of the dangers that cyclists have to
face when travelling on our roads. Horns, bells, trip computers, front and rear
flashes are safety accessories that are commonly used but are all separate.
Liam has designed and built a 3D printed product that mounts on your bicycle
and houses everything you need to cycle on the road safely. The CycleHub
incorporates a front and rear lighting system with six programmable settings,
ultraviolet glow wheels and many more features, all controlled by a touchscreen
trip computer.
Third Place - Lexie Kennard, Wenona School, A
 utomated Mange Treatment
for Wombats
Mange is a deadly parasite, present in 90% of the local wombat population in
the Southern Highlands. As a volunteer for the local wombat rehabilitation
centre, Lexie has a strong motivation to protect Australia’s most vulnerable
animal. She designed a frame, upon which sits a chemical treatment, with an
ultrasonic Arduino movement sensor, that delivers a measured dosage of
Cydectin every time a wombat enters or leaves its burrow. Able to store 10
doses of Cydectin, her invention promises to be manageable and self-sufficient.
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Sponsored Awards
AARNet Communication Award
For best use of electronic communications in
Working Technologically
Primary Equal First Place - Leo Carlisle, Knox Grammar Preparatory School,
My Sports Reward
During isolation, school sports suffer but Leo came up with this idea when the
ability to train was minimised. #MySportReward is an app which can be used
by coaches to send players notifications on cricket drills and a camera in the
middle stump attached to a Raspberry Pi can track any action for feedback.
Primary Equal First Place - Christian Shibaia & Angel Obeng, Sacred Heart
Catholic Primary School, Captain Covid

In response to COVID-19, Christian & Angel created a device that buzzes
when Kindergarten students get too close to one another to remind them of
social distancing. They encoded the Arduino sensor embedded into badges
which buzz when the ultrasonic sensor detects a person within 1.5m.
Secondary Equal First Place - Liam Davies, Gosford High School, CycleHub Cycling Safety Product
Liam has designed and built a 3D printed product that mounts on your bicycle
and houses everything you need to cycle safely. The CycleHub incorporates a
front and rear lighting system with six programmable settings, ultraviolet glow
wheels and many more features, all controlled by a touchscreen trip computer.
Secondary Equal First Place - Shirley Wang, Meriden, HEROsafe: Smart
Helmet for Firefighters and Miners
Shirley designed, built and tested a Smart Helmet for Firefighters and Miners,
mounted with circuit sensors that detect extremely high concentrations of toxic
gases, very low lighting and extreme ambient temperatures. The Arduino
Lilypad board was linked to a microcontroller with sensors showing a
proof-of-concept.
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NMI Measurement Award

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Technologically that
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement
First Place - Thomas Harper, Barker College, T he optimal length of a
propeller duct
Aeronautical engineers seek to increase efficiency of propellers by surrounding
them with a cylindrical duct. Research indicates an increased length of ducting
enhances the effect of an aerofoil. Thomas examined whether this in fact was
the case. Output air velocity was measured for five different duct lengths from
5cm to 11cm for a standard three blade, 12.7cm diameter propeller, through
both 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations and a practical analysis of
3D printed prototypes. The results consistently demonstrated that as the duct
length was increased, the produced air velocity also increased until a maximum
point (around 9.5cm length), from where air velocity decreased again.
Second Place - Matthew Alt, Castle Cove Public School, C
 OVID-Tracker –
contact tracing device
Matthew made a prototype of a contact tracing device for pandemics that uses
Bluetooth signal strength as a way of telling who someone has been in contact
with. He tested his prototype, which works without using a mobile phone, at
different distances and at different locations and found that as the distance
gets bigger the signal strength gets weaker, explained by the “Inverse Square
Law”. Using his data, he worked out a threshold which can detect when one of
his contact tracing devices comes within 1.5 meters of the other. In conclusion,
Matthew recognised that his prototype for contact tracing could be developed
into a marketable purpose-built device.
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Sebel Testing and Evaluation Award
Based on the high level of quality control that Sebel
displays in the design and manufacture of their
products, they are looking for students who display the
same meticulous and rigorous testing of their results
or final products
First Place - Karmichael Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, Ripeness After
Harvest?
Unlike other fruits, literature states that grapes don’t ripen when removed from
the vine. Karmichael tested this claim by using a refractometer to measure the
sugar content of triplicate red and green grapes over seven consecutive days.
He found that they do in fact ripen and he also used controlled and meticulous
colorimetric techniques to show that skin colour also darkened over time.
Second Place - Neomi Verma, Abbotsleigh, S
 aving strawberries from
spoilage
Neomi wanted to find an effective treatment method for delaying mould growth
on strawberries. She used rigorous experimentation and found the most
effective treatment method was treating strawberries with aloe vera juice and
keeping them refrigerated. Neomi conducted a total of 16 experiments and for
each experiment she had two tubs containing 5 strawberries each to make her
investigation very reliable.
Third Place - Stephanie Herbert & Godnah Johnson, Redeemer Baptist
School, C
 ool it! A study of thermodynamics and its effects on the cooling of
liquids
Stephanie and Godnah wanted to find out whether typical household liquids
such as milk, soup, water and gravy cool down at different rates after being
heated to boiling point in a microwave, stove or an oven. They conducted 4
trials of each of the 4 liquids in each of the 3 heating devices - a total of 48
experiments, each with a cooling time of 30 minutes. All measuring equipment
was calibrated and an ANOVA statistical analysis was performed.
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2020 STANSW Young Scientist
Paper Plane Challenge
300 hundred students took part in our online 2020 STANSW Young Scientist
Paper Plane Challenge. Due to COVID-19, we were unable to hold our usual
State Championships at the University of Sydney.

The 300 entries were from 76 schools around Australia and one international
school from Iran. The 2020 STANSW Young Scientist Paper Plane Challenge
had winners from Iran (click on the image above for Mowood Poursafar’s
throw), Queensland, Victoria, Australian Capital Territory, Western Australia
and New South Wales. Over 25% of all schools who entered were regional
schools and 40% were public schools.
To enter, students had to upload video evidence of their airtime or distance
throws and a running leaderboard for each age group made for a competitive
and entertaining competition. All winning students received a medal and a
certificate.
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Most Promising Awards
STANSW Most Promising Awards K-6
Awarded to highly commended students who show particular promise and
are encouraged to pursue further development
Equal First - Sienna Donat, Sophie McAndrew & Sofia Nesci, Gib Gate,
Miraculous Mulch
Sienna, Sophie and Sofia investigated what type of mulch will have the biggest
effect on saving water. Three different types of mulch (lucerne, pea straw and
sugar cane) were tested over three trials and compared against a control pot.
Pea straw mulch and sugar cane mulch were the most effective in saving water.
Equal First - Ashleigh Du, Castle Cove Public School, E
 ffect of humidity on
moisturisers
Ashleigh investigated how varying humidity levels affect how well different
moisturisers and hand creams containing humectants keep human skin moist.
The Palmolive Oil Infusions Cream was definitely the best cream to use in humid
conditions because it contains more oil and water than other creams.
Equal First - Robert Walker, Wyvern House Preparatory School Newington
College, H
 ow does temperature affect the bounce of cricket balls?

Robert’s research into cricket balls found that when a ball is dropped from a
height of 2.0 m it lands at a speed of 6.26 m/s, regardless of the weight of the
ball and bounces to about one third of that height (0.67 m). In his experiment
he found they bounce to 76cm when heated and 56cm when cooled.
Equal First - Hannah Yap, Abbotsleigh Junior School, D
 etecting pesticides
in strawberries: A consumer comparison and construction of a robotic
detection device
In this study, Hannah used the Reneka Bio pesticide kit for detecting pesticide
levels in strawberries and found that samples from supermarkets had higher
levels of pesticide than an organic food shop and home-grown strawberries.
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STANSW Most Promising Awards 7-12
Equal First Place - Trisha Chari, Meriden School, Animal detection and
warning system for roads
Trisha’s invention features an ultrasonic sensor on a road sign that detects the
presence of an animal ahead on the side of the road. Specific coloured blinking
lights indicate the distance to the animal, warning oncoming drivers. Her desire
is to set up multiple signs on a stretch of highway to protect native animals.
Equal First Place - Louis Denton, Albury High School, Gravity Bank
For his HSC Design and Technology major project, Louis designed a portable
mobile phone charger that works by gravity alone. Ideal for camping you attach
the Gravity Bank via a carabiner to a branch, hook up a weighted back-pack to
the beaded chain and gearing mechanism and allow its weight to produce
mechanical energy that utilises a 6V motor to convert to electrical energy.
Equal First Place - William Munday, Cranbrook School, C
 omparing the
filtration of activated charcoal and filter paper and its effectiveness to
purify different sources of water, judged by a series of purification tests
Compared to other filtration techniques, William found that powdered activated
charcoal, with its adsorbing capacity, was best at converting impure samples of
pool and pond water from unsafe to drinkable water. His final samples actually
met the World Health Organisation’s gold standard safe levels of turbidity.
Equal First Place - Veda Patibandla & Aran Yoganandha, Redeemer Baptist
School, S
 pace M&Ms: Developing a light fixture to help image and identify
micrometeorites using a compound microscope
In samples of roof dust, Veda and Aran found several metallic spherules that
could possibly be micrometeorites, but school microscopes weren’t able to get
clear images for identification. Using a collection of metallic spherules and
microscopic crystals as test subjects, they worked to develop a light
attachment to use with a compound microscope to obtain clear images for
identification.
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Presentation Night 4: Thursday 19th November 6pm

Category Awards - Mathematical Investigations
MANSW Working Mathematically K-2
Equal First Place - Thaddeus Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, M
 y
Robodoz3r on the Surfaces
Thaddeus built a robot with Lego Mindstorm EV3 and then completed a number
of investigations to find out if the surface it travelled on affected time taken to
cover a set distance. He measured distances, recorded times, calculated
averages and made graphs in spreadsheets to record his data. The fastest
travelling time was on varnished wooden planks, and the slowest was on grass.
Equal First Place - Romilly Merani, PLC Sydney, My Marvellous Mucus
Project
Romilly investigated how water temperature and salt concentration affected
nasal irrigation performance. She measured volume, temperature, calculated
averages, created tables and hand drew graphs to record data. She concluded
that a temperature of 40℃ with two packets of nasal irrigation is best for a
sinus rinse for nasal mucus however for safety reasons this was not
appropriate.
Equal First Place - Muyao Zhang, Arden Anglican School, How different
materials affect the motion of a spinning top
Muyao’s favourite toy is a spinning top and he loves to keep it spinning for as
long as possible. For his investigation he gathered data on the length of time a
top spun on different surfaces. He completed 10 trials for each material and
organised the data he gathered in a table. He ranked the materials by looking at
the range of times they spun for. He hand drew column graphs to display the
results. Marble was the material that kept the top spinning the longest.
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MANSW Working Mathematically 3-4
Equal First Place - Bryant Diep, Wyvern House Preparatory School
Newington College, W
 hich brand of hand sanitiser is best at reducing
bacteria and viruses in my community?
Bryant tested over 30 types of hand sanitiser to determine if they were
effective in killing viruses and bacteria. This meant that after three trials for
each product he had gathered a large amount of data. He made tables and
graphs to represent the data and calculated standard deviations. Not only did
he test bought products but he made his own hand sanitiser and found that it
needed to have an alcohol content of 70% and above for it to be 99.9%
effective in killing bacteria.
Equal First Place - Travis Kennard, Oatley West Public School, Why Don't
Most People Make It To Black Belt?
Travis takes part in Taekwondo and at a presentation he noticed that there
were lots of white belts, less yellow belts, even fewer green belts and barely
any blue or brown belts. It looked like a curve which he thought was interesting.
He decided to investigate. He got a huge spreadsheet of all past students and
added extra formulas. He hand drew 19 graphs including pie charts, belt
graphs, and age graphs to look for patterns. Travis shared his findings with his
Taekwondo instructor.
Equal First Place - Lachlan Murnain, Northern Beaches Christian School,
Watch the Gap
The aim of Lachlan’s investigation was to gather data to determine whether
age, height and armspan of a sample group affected accuracy in estimation of a
distance of 150cm, to comply with COVID 19 social distancing rules. He
gathered data from 100 people and then hand drew graphs to display his
results. An interesting discovery was that nearly 40% (39 out of 100) of the
sample group could not estimate a safe 1.5m social distance.
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MANSW Working Mathematically 5-6
Equal First Place - Jasmine Civardi & Zara Portolesi, St Ambrose Concord
West, T he FreshDesk
Jasmine and Zara invented a self sanitising desk that used UV light. They
gathered a wide range of data and conducted tests with their final prototype by
using special cards designed to measure the UVC radiation and indicate when
the surface has been sufficiently sanitised. They used stopwatches to time how
long it took for the surface to be sanitised and then created graphs to display
their results.
Equal First Place - Abby McCutcheon, Castle Cove Public School, W
 hat
retains soil moisture most effectively?
Abby’s experiment aimed to determine the best way to retain moisture in the
soil. She measured soil moisture using a micro:bit and gathered a range of data
over 18 days. The data was collated in a number of tables and then used to
create bar, line graphs and scatter graphs to display her results.
Equal First Place - Jaylen Nicotra, Arden Anglican School, Under the doona
during COVID-19
The aim of Jaylen’s project was to investigate people’s level of physical activity
before and during the COVID-19 lockdown by examining their Fitbit data. He
created TinkerPlot graphs. He thought using TinkerPlots was great as it helped
him to be able to see and easily interpret the results. He felt he became better
at understanding data range, looking at Percentage Hats, average values, and
looking for outliers.
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MANSW Working Mathematically 7-8
First Place - Danielle Gibson, Redeemer Baptist School, Advance Australian
Fare
Scientific Investigations are usually highly dependent on mathematical skills
and understandings and Danielle’s project is no exception. Her project involved
the comparison of sugar levels in six native bush fruits with published values of
non-indigenous fruits. One of her three methods was using a refractometer to
measure their brix value. As a number these values are meaningless without a
mathematical reference point. Danielle produced her own Brix/sugar calibration
curve and used a known relative sugar standard of 9.75g/100g for raw pear to
calibrate and compare her measurements.
Second Place - Olivia Virtue, Hunter School of the Performing Arts, D
 o
Supermarket Shoppers use Hand Sanitiser?
Concerned with the public response to social distancing and sanitising in public
places, Olivia observed 1323 shoppers, over a six-week period to see how
many people sanitised their hands at the clearly-marked dispenser at the
entrance of her local supermarket store. A disappointing 31% used the hand
sanitiser and women (34%) were far better than men (25%). To Olivia’s surprise,
it was the older shoppers (47%) who strongly outperformed the younger
shoppers (24%) by exhibiting better sanitising behaviour.
Third Place - Henry Liu, Barker College, Figurate Numbers

Most students are fully aware of square numbers 1, 4, 9, 16 … and how they can
be represented diagrammatically as a square of dots with n columns and n rows
and therefore have the formula n2. Henry explored other figurate numbers such
as triangular, pentagonal and even hexagonal numbers and came up with
formulae for each and then went on to prove how numbers such as 2752 and
861 are pentagonal and hexagonal numbers respectively. In his solutions, he
used novel guess and check methods for solving quadratic equations.
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MANSW Working Mathematically 9-10
First Place - Gregory Burns, Redeemer Baptist School, As easy as Pi

When introduced to the irrational number π, students learn that it
approximates to 3.14 or 22/7 and students may even do a practical activity of
measuring the circumference of a circular object with string and dividing by the
diameter length to approximate the π ratio. Gregory conducted an extensive
background research and found countless methods for approximating π and
he explored and replicated eight of these alternative methods. He found
Archimedes’ method using regular polygons and their diameter to be the best
method approximating π to 14 decimal places for a 25,165,824–sided polygon.
This was the limiting decimal value that his Excel spreadsheet could handle.
Second Place - Daniel Fihrer, Moriah College, Monopolies and the Use of
Indexes to Measure them
The purpose of this investigation was to study the benefit of using indexes such
as the Kwoka Dominance Index and the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index to
measure monopolies. It was discovered that in many circumstances, indexes
can be used to judge if monopolies have formed, as they provide a comparable
value that provides an indication about the monopolization of an industry. It
uncovered that monopolies are not always detrimental as sometimes purported
to be, yet can also have harmful effects on the industry.
Third Place - Kayley Garth, Redeemer Baptist School, L ooking for Clear Air
with 2020 Vision
Kayley accessed government data on Sydney air quality during the 19/20
bushfire and COVID lockdown periods, using ANOVA to compare the
concentration of pollutants in the same area at different times. Kayley showed
that there was a statistically significant increase of most of the contributors to
air pollution in metropolitan Sydney during the bushfire period and that levels
varied based on time of day. Kayley also found that there was a large reduction
in the concentration levels of most pollutants during the lockdown period.
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MANSW Working Mathematically 11-12
First Place - Jemmima Schembri, Inaburra School, F ull Versus Partial
Vaccination for Meningococcal Meningitis
Before the outbreak of COVID-19, Jemmima had commenced her mathematical
modelling project comparing the effectiveness of full versus partial vaccination
for meningococcal meningitis within the Meningitis Belt of Sub-Saharan Africa.
A Susceptible, Infected, Recovered (SIR) model was used to determine the
effectiveness of six vaccine scenarios and results demonstrate that vaccinating
a greater percentage of the population with a partial vaccine is more effective
than vaccinating a smaller percentage of the population with a full vaccine.
Second Place - Emily Shen, Kambala School, A
 n exploration of the Fourier
Transforms and its applications in music
Interested in the compound transformations of sine and cosine functions, Emily
explored how these compound graphs could be used to model the sound waves
produced by instruments that she played. Using theoretical Fourier Transform
calculations that decompose complex sinusoidal waves based on their
dynamics, frequencies and length of time sustained, Emily successfully broke
down a cello piece that she was playing by Tchaikovsky into sine and cosine
functions.
Third Place - Emily Shen, Kambala School, Parrondo's Paradox

No, this is not a Control C mistake! Emily submitted two prize-winning Maths
projects and she also has an award-winning project in Chemistry! For
Parrondo’s Paradox, Emily used an application of game theory to explain the
paradoxical situation put forward by Juan Parrondo in 1996 that two losing
games, when played together, can become a winning situation. Using Markov
chains and probability spaces, she was able to prove Parrondo’s Paradox is
true for Mod 4, building on earlier research that it is true for Mod 3.
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Sponsored Awards
NMI Measurement Award

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Mathematically that
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement
First Place - Yvonne Zhao, PLC Sydney, S
 ounds about Right

The purpose of this investigation was to find the positions of maximum sound
intensity and volume in Room Q202 at PLC Sydney. All windows and doors
were closed and the volume and sound intensity at each grid point was
measured at 200Hz, 300Hz, and 400Hz for five seconds. From this
investigation, Yvonne found that the sound intensity and volume followed a
node, antinode pattern across the classroom, demonstrated by the shading on
the heat graphs and the peaks in the surface graphs. Yvonne found the
positions of maximum sound intensity seemed to occur underneath the room’s
sound dampeners.
Second Place - Gregory Burns, Redeemer Baptist School, A
 s easy as Pi

For a measurement award, this project takes the cake or should we say the pie!
Gregory researched a number of extravagant methods by which
approximations of Pi are determined and tried them out for himself. One
method, known as Count Buffon’s Experiment, involved randomly dropping
matchsticks on a series of parallel lines that are one matchstick distance apart.
The probability that a matchstick lands on part of a line, divided by the number
of matchsticks dropped is 1/π. He ended up dropping 25,000 matchsticks and
ended up with 8015 crossing a line, which yielded an approximation of Pi of
3.11915.
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AARNet Communications Award

For best use of electronic communications in
Working Mathematically
Primary Equal First Place - Abby McCutcheon, Castle Cove Public School,
What retains soil moisture most effectively?
Abby investigated the best way to retain moisture in soil. Her first experiment
was a comparison between sugar cane mulch, eco-hydrate and a control. The
second experiment was a comparison between 3 mulches; sugar cane mulch,
pebbles and pine bark chips. She used a Micro:bit soil testing kit for all
readings.
Primary Equal First Place - Ronin Naumovski, Wollongong Public School,
Sound of Silence
Using a sine-wave sound generator, a decibel meter, audio analysis software, a
microphone and speaker, Ronin investigated the effectiveness of different
layers of wall soundproofing against low, high and stepped frequencies of
sound.
Secondary Equal First Place - Victoria Garth, Redeemer Baptist School,
Applying Logarithms to Determine Ideal Background Colour for Electronic
Devices
Victoria designed a set of gold-standard LogMAR eye charts with 5, 10 & 20%
yellow, pink and grey backgrounds to determine the ideal background colour
for laptops. Her logarithmic results found that 10% yellow background had a
1.66% improvement in visual acuity over the conventional white background.
Secondary Equal First Place - Stephanie Herbert & Godnah Johnson,
Redeemer Baptist School, Cool it! A study of thermodynamics and its effects
on the cooling of liquids
Stephanie and Godnah explored thermodynamics and in particular Newton’s
rate of cooling with 4 household liquids and 3 heating devices - a total of 48
experiments, each with a cooling time of 30 minutes. All measuring equipment
was calibrated and an ANOVA statistical analysis was performed.
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Presentation Night 4: Thursday 19th November 7pm

Keynote Speaker
Dr. Cathy Foley, AO
Chief Scientist, CSIRO

Dr Cathy Foley has made distinguished contributions to the understanding of
superconducting materials and to the innovative development of devices using
superconductors to detect magnetic fields and locate valuable mineral deposits.
She is also renowned for her significant contributions to research science, the
advancement of women in physics, and to professional scientific organisations.
Starting from humble beginnings, Dr. Foley won an $8 award with a friend in the
Junior High School section of the 1971 School Science Research competition
organised by The Science Teachers’ Association of NSW. This award was the
beginning of her Science career that has seen Dr. Foley being awarded the
Order of Australia in 2020 and she will take office as Australia’s Chief Scientist
in January 2021.
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Australian Water Association Sustainable Water Prize
Awarded to a Primary and Secondary project that best deals with the
issues of water conservation and management
Primary First Place - Hannah Chalmers, PLC, Stormwater - It Bugs Me!
Hannah’s investigation sought to discover the impact that different types of
stormwater drains had on water quality and flow, as well as on invertebrate
biodiversity. She found that naturalised stormwater drains had a much lower
impact and higher levels of biodiversity than concrete or non-naturalised
stormwater drains. As part of her project she contacted her local council and
produced a short film about her findings in order to create community
awareness of the situation.
Secondary First Place - Angus Edmundson, Newington College, An
investigation into microplastic quantities in Sydney Harbour seawater at
different tides
Microplastics are an ongoing concern in waterways. Angus investigated the
differences in microplastic concentrations at different tide heights, to
determine whether this was a factor. His analysis of seawater taken from
Sydney Harbour at high and low tide showed that all the microplastics found
were in the form of filaments, and that there was a distinct increase in
concentration in samples collected at low tide, possibly due to reduced clean
water coming from the ocean.
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NSW Nominee: 2021 BHP Foundation
Science and Engineering Teacher Award
Ian Fairhurst, Knox Grammar Preparatory School
The BHP Foundation Teacher Awards recognise outstanding contributions
made by classroom teachers to science education, especially in the area
of open ended investigations.

Team Leader of Technology Integration at Knox Grammar Preparatory School,
Ian has opened the door to wonderful opportunities for his students in Design
and Digital Technologies. Many of his current student cohort have won 2020
Young Scientist awards with Micro:Bits coded devices. He was the STANSW
Young Scientist Digital Resources Coordinator 2014-2019 and he’s presented
at numerous workshops, including the ISTE19 Conference in Philadelphia.
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Presentation of Grand Awards
Budding Young Scientist
The Budding Young Scientist is presented to the best overall K-2 project
Marlow Headley, St Joseph's Primary School East Maitland, H
 ow Does
Location Affect Rainfall?
Marlow lives in a little village called Fishermans Bay but goes to school in East
Maitland which is about an hour away. He noticed on some days it was windy
and rainy at home but at school it was sunny and calm. Marlow measured
rainfall from a number of locations and found that obstacles do affect how
much rain falls on the ground and that trees create the best rain shadows.

Primary Young Scientist
The Primary Young Scientist is presented to the best overall 3-6 project
Ruben Merani, Wyvern House Preparatory School Newington College, Throw
another snag on the barbie - but should it be fresh or frozen?
Ruben’s aim was to see if there was a difference between defrosted frozen and
non-frozen sausages. He investigated the difference in taste in a blind test and
compared histology slides. He found people preferred the taste of non-frozen
sausages and there was no appreciable difference in the appearance between
defrosted frozen and non-frozen sausages when compared on histology slides.
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Presentation of Grand Awards
2021 Broadcom MASTERS International Delegate
One student with a quality entry from Years 7-8
will participate in the virtual Broadcom MASTERS
International program in May 2021, providing a
unique opportunity for select middle school
students from around the world to participate in
engaging virtual experiences.
Danielle Gibson, Redeemer Baptist School, A
 dvance Australian Fare

For thousands of years Australia’s aborigines thrived on the country’s wide
variety of flora and fauna. But are the native bush fruits as healthy as we are led
to believe? Danielle investigated the sugar content of native bush fruits and
compared their sugar content with non-indigenous fruit species. Her results
indicated that Australian Native fruits generally have lower sugar content than
fresh and frozen pears and thus could be a healthier alternative in our diet.

2020 Broadcom MASTERS International Honorary Mention
One student from Years 7-8 will be selected as a reserve for the
Broadcom MASTERS International delegate and will receive $100 in cash.
Ellie Cole, PLC Sydney, Do P2 face masks protect children from bushfire
smoke
Ellie aimed to determine if a P2 face mask could fit well enough to actually
provide protection from bushfire smoke to a child. She performed a series of
tests using a quantitative fit-testing machine called a PortaCount which
measures particles both inside and outside of the P2 face mask while they were
fitted to children’s faces. The data she collected suggested P2 face masks do
not provide an adequate fit on children's faces and therefore do not provide
protection from airborne contaminants such as bushfire smoke.
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2021 ISEF Finalist Pathways
The International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) is the world’s largest
school STEM fair with over 1800 students competing from 80 countries. It is
organised by the Society for Science and the Public. The STANSW Young
Scientist Awards are an ISEF-affiliated State Fair that have a project allocation
of 9 projects that can be sent to ISEF, subject to funding.
There are currently two main pathways through which Years 9 to 12 projects
are selected for ISEF. Eight projects come from the Science or Technology
pathway selected by the ISEF panel. One project comes from the Mathematics
pathway selected by the ISEF Panel.

2021 ISEF Prize
A maximum of nine winning
projects will be selected from
Years 9-12. The winning
students will represent Australia
at the virtual International
Science and Engineering Fair
(ISEF) in May 2021.
Liam Davies, Gosford High School, CycleHub - Cycling Safety Product

Being an avid cyclist, Liam is well aware of the dangers that cyclists have to
face when travelling on our roads. Horns, bells, trip computers, front and rear
flashes are safety accessories that are commonly used but are all separate.
Liam has designed and built a 3D printed product that mounts on your bicycle
and houses everything you need to cycle on the road safely. The CycleHub
incorporates a front and rear lighting system with six programmable settings,
ultraviolet glow wheels and many more features, all controlled by a touchscreen
trip computer.
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Alex Gray, Barker College, A
 General Vector Theory of the Dynamics of a
Rapidly Rotating Top
Even the simplest of toys can have astonishing physics behind them. Alex
explored the physics of the spinning top. He researched all the different
elements that contribute to the top’s motion and used this to build a computer
simulation. Predictions were made based on the simulation data which were
tested in his investigation that used a unique contraption that sought to limit the
variables involved with getting the top to spin. A fascinating project.
Sarah Hens, Menai High School, A randomised controlled trial evaluating
the differential efficacy of Gingko biloba, Ginseng, Curcuma longa linn and
Vinpocetine on spatial learning and memory in mice
What if there was a medication you could take to improve your memory? You
could then ‘forget’ about losing your car keys and about health problems like
dementia. Sarah investigated whether some traditional herbal remedies had any
efficacy. She tested their effects on the memories of mice by administering
them in their food and water and then testing their ability to navigate a water
maze by memory. Sarah found that these herbal remedies had no significant
effect on the memory of mice.
Sarah Nolan, Brigidine College Randwick, T he effect of pH on RNA
absorption and liberation on mineral surfaces
Is there life on Mars? With an interest in astrobiology and her dream to work at
NASA, Sarah may be the first person to find out! Her experiment measured how
changing the pH of an RNA solution affects levels of RNA liberated off a mineral
surface. The impact changing pH has on the absorption rate of RNA has
provided insight into the theory that life began in land-based hot springs.
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Conrad Petrovic, Broughton Anglican College, I nvestigating the relationship
between carburising time and case depth in steel case hardened by pack
carburising, gas carbonitriding and cyaniding techniques
Conrad’s project may seem abstract but maintaining steel quality and how it
can be improved is vitally important for so many industries. Conrad undertook
extensive research into the processes used to harden steel and then
conducted his own first-hand research into how one of these processes
impacted the final quality of the steel. His analysis of complex data and ability to
synthesis this into a meaningful conclusion was well worth reading.
Jemmima Schembri, Inaburra School, Full Versus Partial Vaccination for
Meningococcal Meningitis
Before the outbreak of COVID-19, Jemmima had commenced her mathematical
modelling project comparing the effectiveness of full versus partial vaccination
for meningococcal meningitis within the Meningitis Belt of Sub-Saharan Africa.
A Susceptible, Infected, Recovered (SIR) model was used to determine the
effectiveness of six vaccine scenarios and results demonstrate that vaccinating
a greater percentage of the population with a partial vaccine is more effective
than vaccinating a smaller percentage of the population with a full vaccine.
Emily Shen, Kambala School, D
 etermining the rate law of crystal violet and
sodium hydroxide
When studying Senior Chemistry you quickly learn that every reaction involves
a complex mechanism where the rate of a reaction is dependent on both the
concentrations of the reactants and the ratio of their proportions. Always willing
to challenge herself, Emily used a spectrophotometer and two analytical
methods to experimentally determine the reaction order of crystal violet and
sodium hydroxide. For both methods she found that they combine in a 1:1 ratio,
demonstrating the reaction is a classic first order reaction.
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Safi Wheeldon, Wenona School, Cold Cap for Chemo

Cancer is a terrible disease that has personally impacted members of Safi’s
family over the last 5 years. As well as coping with the disease, patients have
the added trauma of dealing with hair loss due to chemotherapy treatment. To
reduce this hair loss, mechanical cold capping systems are used which narrow
the blood vessels that reduce the amount of chemotherapy chemicals that
reach the scalp. Safi has designed a stylish, yet portable cold cap using a
peltier device, that provides autonomy for the patient to travel home after
treatment, instead of waiting for a further 3 hours in the hospital seat.

2020 Young Scientist
of the Year Award
$2000 award to the student who submits the most outstanding project
overall
Antonio Rajaratnam, Redeemer Baptist School, T he Survival of the Fairy: An
in-depth survey into the behaviour and life cycle of the Sand Fairy cicada
The Sand Fairy cicada (Sylphoides arenaria) is as rare as its name suggests.
Inhabiting beach dunes, it is thought to be under threat from rising sea levels
and storm waves. Despite this, its life cycle remains largely a mystery. After
rediscovering it in Sydney last year for the first time in 100 years, Antonio
sought to find out as much as he could about the species and deduce how this
tiny remnant has survived the harsh environment and rapid urbanisation. His
extensive survey documented for the first time a number of behaviours,
including emergence patterns, feeding, mating, and egg laying on its host plant
Hairy spinifex.
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Antonio Rajaratnam receiving his 2019 Rowe Scientific Depth Study Silver Award from Kerry
Sheehan, Curriculum Inspector, Science, NSW Education Standards Authority.

Sand Fairy Cicada specimens compared to a Greengrocer Cicada. Antonio’s weekly survey
involved observing and recording the number of miniscule 13mm translucent shells found in two
defined 20m by 1m sand dune ladder transects - like looking for a needle in a haystack.
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